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Abstract

Convolutions on tho sphere with corresponding co ,,ivolu-
tion theorems are developed for one- and two-dimensiortal
functions. Some of these results are used in a study of
isotropic smoothing operators or. filters. Well known filters
in Fourier spectral analysis, such as the rectangular, Gaussian,
and Manning filters, are adapted for data 

on a sphere. The
low-pass filter most often used 

on 
gravity data is the rec-

taugular (or Pellinen) filter. However, its spectrum has
relatively large sidelobes; and therefore, this filter passes
a considerable part of the upper end of the gravity spectrum.
The spherical adaptations of the Gaussian and Manning filters
are mono efficient in suppressing the high-frequency compon-
onts of the gravity field since their frequency response
functions are strongly tapered at the high frequencies with
no, or small, sidelobes. Formulas are given for practical
implementation of these "new" filters, including it demon-
stration that the large negative sidelobe of the Pollinen
response can cause 180 0 shifts in the smoothed function.
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I. Introduction

To the statistician the word "mean" denotes the value
to be expected when sampling a given population of values.
Statistically, the expected value is nothing more than one
of several constant parameters that describe the population.
When the geodesist speaks of a mean gravity anomaly (or mean
geoid undulation) he does not consider the entire terrestrial
population of gravity anomalies, and yet it serves as a consit-
cent descriptor of the earth's gravity field. The mean gravity
anomaly is, in the most general terms, defined as the (possibly
weighted) average of a subpopulation of anomalies distributed
over a particular region of the earth's surface, for example,
over a block delimited by pairs of latitude and longitude sines.
The total number of regions of a given size which together
form the earth's surface is finite, but there exists an infin-
ite number of ways to partition the surface into regions
of one s1ze (for example, by simply changing the location
of the zero meridian). Consequently, the set of corresponding
mean anomalies (the "moving average") forms a new infinite
population which reflects the characteristics of the total
gravity field to some degree of detail. It describes a field
that, more or less, is a generalization of the actual field,
representing the dominant or essential features and suppressing
unnecessary or unwanted details.

The following mathematical treatment sets the stage
for the .study of the different weighting schemes that can
be used to define the mean gravity anomaly, thus making the
above loose statements more rigorous. This can be accomplished
effectively only by representing the gravity anomaly in terms
of its spectrum, which is the set of codfficients in its
representation by a series of spherical harmonic functions.
This definition of the spectrum necessitates the approximation
of the earth's surface by a sphere only if the spectra of
the terrestrial anomaly and the anomaly on a sphere external
to the earth (e.g. for satellite applications) are to be
consistent. Otherwise, a spectrum is definable for any surface,
approximating the earth, that can be mapped onto the unit
sphere -P-sing a one-to-one correspondence. The gravity anomaly
enters the discussion only as an example, since any of the
geodetic quantities, indeed any function that is expandable
in spherical harmonics, would serve equally well.

2. Convolutions on the Sphere

The first part of this paper shows how several concepts
of spectral theory common in electrical engineering and com-
munication theory can be applied and understood in physical
geodesy (see also Robertson, 1978; Kaula, 1959, 1967). The
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subsequent formulas by themselves are not new in geodesy,
however they Are viewed from the standpoint of spectral theory
which acts to unify several diverse areas of physical geodesy.

Since geodetic data pertaining to the gravity field
are obtained either on the earth's surface (approximately
spherical) or by earth-orbiting satellites (approximately

M
circular orbits), it becomes computationally expedient to

f	 consider functions in terms of spherical coordinates. Note,
however, that for certain local studies the plane may serve
as a sufficient approximation of the earth's surface, in
which case two-or three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates
are more appropriate (Moritz, 1966; Rayner, 1071; Breakwell,

`	 1979; see also Jordan (1978) who develops an interesting
synthesis of the global and local situations). The Cartesian
coordinates are particularl ,a? attractive due to the ease with
which the Fourier transforms can be computed.

Let F( g ,X) be a function defined on the unit sphere
(the scale of the sphere is immaterial). 6 , a are the
usual spherical coordinates, being respectively the polar
angle (colatitu0e) and the longitude. In analogy to the
familiar Fourier transform, applicable to functions defined
in rectangular coordinates, we define the two-dimensional
"Legendre transform" as

L2[F] 

	

	 ^ ff F(6 ' X) Ynm(e^X) do = f nm ,	 (1)
a

where a represents the unit sphere (0<- X < 21T, 0 :^ 8 < 70,
do - sin6 dX dX , and where, for n > 0

4nm(e t x) - Pnlm)(cose) IsinIMIX ,
,

	

 m r 0	 (2)

These are the (surface) spherical harmonic functions, which
satisfy the following orthogonality property:

1	 1 if n^- R and m - k
Pr f j 4nm(6'x) 

Zk(6,1^)da	
0 if n 0 A or	 m A k (3)

In the mathematical literature the Ynm are sometimes defined
using the exponential of a complex angle; however, the use of
the sinusoidal functions as in (2) is more common in physical
geodesy. The 15nm are the fully normalized associated Legendre
functions:

-2-



gnm(cos > _	 e m
+1 n*

m 	 Pnm(cos0)	 ( 4 )

where er, 1 , em . * , m 0 0 , and where Pnm(cose ) = sinme •
dm 

TA Pn(cos®), and the P. are the well known Legendrecos
polynomi4ls. The set of coefficients ( fnm) , by definition,
constitutes the (spherical Legendre) spectrum of F . As
noted in the introduction, a different spectrum can be defined
by replacing ( not a formal change of variable) the geocentric
colatitude by the complement of either the geodetic latitude
or the reduced latitude. Since any function defined on the
sphere is intrinsically periodic in both variables 0 and X
the spectrum is a discrete ( but generally infinite) set of
numbers (see Papoulis, 1976, p.70).

The inverse Legendre transform is then defined as

n
L '[fnm]	 fnm %m (O '' N) = F(6,X)

n 0 m n

The last equality follows only i.f F is continuous, but
the series converges under less stringent conditions (Hobson,
1965 0 p.342). Equations (1) and (5) express a duality between
a function and its spectrum. Given the function, its spectrum
is unique; and conversely, a given spectrum determines the
function uniquely as long as the series ( 5) converges. Def-
initions (1) and (5)  differ from those of Robertson (1978),
but the symmetry of the above transforms is too st rong to
resist. Unfortunately, this requires some sacrifice in symmetry
for the one-dimensional Legendre transform and its inverse
(m=0 in (1) and (5)):

2^ 'r
L 1 [F] = — y— f

0 
FM Pn(cose) sine d6 f n	 (6)

00L2 [ fn l =	 2n+1 fn Pn (cose) = F(0)	 (?)
n=0

The coefficients (f n ) constitute the spectrum of F when
the basis functions are the zero-order fully normalized as-
sociated Legendre functions. Since a one -dimensional function
defined on a circle is more conveniently transformed using
the Fourier transform, the one-dimensional Legendre transform,
per se, will not be considered further. Any function depending
only on 0 is to be regarded here as a function defined
on the sphere and independent of a ; thus if DF/aa = 0
then FM = F(0,X) . Its spectrum, as given by (1), is
{fno}	 {f n } .

(5)
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A

The spectrum of a function defined on a sphere depends
on the orientation of the coordinate system. Consider the
rotation of the coordinate system by the Euler angles a
Q , Y (see Fig. 1). Diverting momentarily to Cartesian
coordinates x,y,z, the spherical harmonics are homogeneous
polynomials ( Kellogg, 1953p p.139), which under linear transfor-
mations, such as rotationso transform into homogeneous poly-
nomials of the same degree. The maximal set of independent
spherical harmonics of degrea n comprises the 2n+1 harmonics
of degree n and orders k , kn ,.., n . Hence the
transformed spherical harmonic ;_=0 ,9) in the new coordinate
system can be expressed as a linear combination of the harmonics
T nk(e,X) , ko-n ,..., n:

n
gnm(W r .) s E	 Chkm ((' # S , Y ) gnk ( '' N )kM-n

where the Cnkm are coefficients depending on the Euler
angles ( see also Muller, 1966; and Kaula, 1959). Cushing
(1975, p . 596) gives Y;ie transformation coefficients expl c-
itly, but for spherical harmonics defined with the exponential
of complex multiples of the longitude. Adapting this result
to the definition of the spherical harmonics as given by
(2), it is only a matter of care -0 manipulation to derive

m k n	 n
ckm 

c_km] y k> 0 ' m> 0
em

(8)

(-1)m

Cnkm : m

m
en	 k 0 , m 0Um

((-1)k snkm - sue] 	 k < 0 , m s 0

(9)

(-1) k sn
 + snkm

r2 som

cnkm + ^km

k > 0 , m < 0

k = 0 , m < 0

k < 0 , m < 0
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(-1 )m do (^)M o m , k=0 , m>0

where

ckm cos(ka + my) dkm (0)

skm * sin(koa 4, my) dkm (a)	 (10)

and	 nk-m m (n+m)l(n-m)!	 -k-m	 k-m
dkm ( S) - (-1.)	 2 'j'(n+	 n-F)T (1+ cosW^(1-cosa)' g •

1	 n+m ( n+k ) (n-k ) (-1) n+m-Z (1 
_ cosa ) r +m-Z (1 +0080)R

Zn+m 
	

k	 n+m-^

The sum in (11) incl ding the antecedent power of 2 is the
ol.ynomial. p ^k	 cosJacobi	 m,-k-m) (0) •p	 n+	 Note that both

integers k and m cWn assume positive as well as negative
values and they must be taken literally in the context of
each of the foregoing expressions (e.g. if k, m < 0 , then
-k , -m are positive, and the argument of sin(ka + my) is
negative, ete.). Finally, we note that the binomial coef-
ficients in the ko,Pres.wk,,)n for the R'acob , polynomial .are
defined such that ( p ) v. 0 , if q > p , so that the summation
extends only over th8se indices J^ for which

max(o, m+k) <- a < min(n+k, n+m) 1 ,	 (12)

for any k, m. If y =0 , then

^(-1 )m 
3 mcoska [( -1)kdk	 n( 0)+d km	?( ^)l^ k> 0 r m 0

M

C nkm =

(-1)m 1 sin IkIa [(-1) k dnkm(^)+dkm ( 0)], k<0 , m? 0

m

sinka[(-1)k dkm( R) dnkm($)] r k> 0 r m<0

0
	

, k=0 , m<0

coska[-(-1) k dn km (R) + dkm ((3) ] , k < 0 , m < 0

(13)
-6-
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,fond if 0c = X , R = S ► Y -0 , m . 0 ( see Figure 2) , then we
obtain the familiar addition theorem for Legendre polynomials$

P (cor;I'.-)	 1	 7nm ( 8,^> ?nm ( O PO	 (14)
mn-n

where cos* . case cosU + sine sinU cos (X -X).

An important concept in signal and time series analysis,
arising also frequently in geodesy, is the concept of con-
volution. For example, the Stokes function convolved: with
the gravity anomaly results in the geoid undulation (see
Robertson (1978) for other examples). The convolution of
two one-dimensional, functions F , G defined on the real
line is formulated as

0
H(x)	 (G * F) (x) R f G(x - x) FW dx	 (la)

-oo

The convolution theorem In Fourier analysis is well known
(Bath, 1979, p.79); it states that (aside from a constant
factor) the (Fourier) spectrum of the convolution H is
the product of the (Fourier) "spectra of F and G . The
process of convolution in the space domain is thus transformed
into the computational;y simpler process of multiplication
in the frequency domain. A similar result holds for convo-
lutions on a sphere.

Churchill. and Dolph (1959) defined the convolution
of two one-dimensional functions whose spectra are given
by the Legendre transform. Since functions depending only
on 6 here are to be regarded as two-dimensional functions
on the unit sphere, but independent of A , the following
definition of convolution differs from theirs:

H(®)	 (G *F) ( U)	 r 

2 T 7t

 fo fo G(*) F(e) sine de dv	 (16)

where cosh, = cose cosh + sine sine cosv , The variable v
is part of the definition of the convolution and is necessary
to derive a corresponding convolution theorem. Let (f n} ,
{ gn} be the (Legendre) spectra of F and G , respectively.
Then with the addition theorem (14) we have

00G( V )	 E g n pn o (cosh)
n=0

ng n	
Vnm(e, v+ X) gnm(e,Z)	 (17)

►Kn=0T 	 m.-.-n
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a
i

for arbitrary X . In this and all following derivations
the uniform convergence of the inverse transforms is presumed,
so that the summation and integration may be freely inter-
changed. Therefore

n10 n+ m n
J 2Tr J

v-0 eno
gnm(0'v +X) F (a) sine de dv	 (1.8)

Substituting (2) 0 the integral on the right side is Zero
unless m- 0 ; hence with (5)

EI( > .	 n 
Pn

 
n o ( cos$)	 (19 )

nn0 n+

The (Legendre) spectrum of

t[ot exactly the product of
In the case of the Fourier

The convolution of a
G with a funetton F of

H is therefore

the spectra of F
transforms.

longitude-indepen,
both variables may

` I fn gn
32ri+i
and G P,s

dent function
be defined as

27T it
H(8, )	 (G * F) ( rx)	 Jp Ja G(ip) F(e,X) sine d e de

(20)
where in this case

cosh = ease cosh * sine sinU cos(X 3)
	

(21)

The corresponding convolution theorem is established by sub-
stituting (17) with ) a - ^ into (20):

H(U,a) = E	
'IL'	 y Tnm(M) 1 J J 	

nm(
s,a) da

n=0 Zn i^ m=-n	 cr

CO	 n
2 gn fnm Xnm(3,^)

n=0 m=-n 2n+

where (1) was used. The spectrum of H is therefore

-8-
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hnm r&n_+1gn f nm
	 (23)

it result differing considerably from the one-dimensional
Fourier analogue. The analogy is almost completely lost
because the spectrum of G is actually the set {gnm) ,
which consists only of zonal coefficients, i.e. gno = gn and
gnm=0 , if moo

In the area.of functional analysis, the convolution
integral. (20) is viewed as an operator,

1' = ^ ffG(^) (') da	 (24)

with an associated kernel G . Thus rF = H . If the result
of operating on a function is a scaled version of the function
itself, then it is known as an eigenfuncti.on; the scale
factor is called the eigenvalue:

PF = fF	 (25)

Recognizing the set { y i 4 = 1 if i= n and j =m ; y - • =0
if i 4n or j Om} as the spectrum of . the spherical Aarraonic
function ?nm , the spectrum of the convolution rYnm is
(using (23))

11	 9
Z i+ gi yij	 2n+

0

(26) is the spr±ctrurn of the function

1rY
nm 32n+1 gn Ynm

if i = n and j = m

if i#n or j#m
(26)

1	 gn Ynm , so that
2

(27)

Therefore, from this slightly different perspective, the
eigenfunctions and corresponding eigenvalues of the operator
(24) are respectively the spherical harmonic functions
Ynm (e , X) and coefficients gn/ 3Ln+1	 of. Meissl, 1971).

r

Finally, a similar definition holds for the convolutions	
of two functions defined on the sphere, each depending on
two variables:

(G * F) (6,X) _	 ff G(^,F) F(e,a) do 	 (28)
C

-9-



whore	 arci sphorical coordinateso colatitudo and
longitudo, in a system rotated by the a lenges
Vig. 2. A compaxatiolvy simpler	 telationship tutiong he 

Soo
spectrit,

of two functions F(O 0% ) and G(O O X) and their convolution
(equations	 s n(28)) does 	exist. If we substitute 

the 
truis-

format ion (8) with 
the 

Ruler angles (i 'A 0 6 = 10 1 Y M 0
into the spectral representation 

of 
0 'then (28) beeomos

11 ff ff i	 r

c	 ((T	 f f r. (0 ► x	 lilt (o ► x do
11 0 111- n 

gnin kn^n nkin	 It 
0

1.10	 n	 11

It (1 1 11* 	 kIn 
911111 fnk Cnkm (6,:)	

(20)

The following is a formal dorivit,tion op the equation
for the spoctrum of 1.1 1 excludes it practicaA method of com-
puting ito and can be omitted without loss o:f continuation.
T he final result is given by equations (37) through ( 41).
Cousidering (13), we may write

11	 oosk^	
It 0 andd 

111 
0 !, or I k <t 0 It n d 

III 
< 0

Isin I ki	 k 0 and 111 0; or, k>, 0 and 
111 

0

1 ( 30 )

whore the do-fini-tion of 6 11	 can be inYorrad from (13). We
note here only that, ftccorAbig as k + m is either 

even 
or _

odd,	 is an n-th degree polynomittl in oast' or sinO
times it similtir polynomial of degree n-1. This is veriTiod,
by noting 	 'the. expression for d 100) (equfttion (11),
L^ - 0 ) contains only f actor's of th(11 l ovlu (I - cvsu) 11-P
(I+vosU)la (m+k even), or sijO
(iil+k odd), whoro p-k—j(k+m) ; 0 (alwa ►s). The CI*m(1,X)
a,ro therefore antilytic. func-tions, and citti be ex-pitnclod tis Series
of spherict'Ll harmonics:

C .nknP	 i j 11111 1 j	
(31)

13y (1) and (5)

71	 (,,,oskx	 cos,^ ^ Ix) do
f f	 n (ti)ijnm	 VIT	 kill	 sinIkIX)	 (si 

it 
j

( 32)



Invoking the orthogonal ity of the sinusoids, we have

0	 i j jt(m > 0)	 -1, ( 11 0)

IT 
n

(33)

	

f 6	 Pj kj ( cosU ) sinUdU ► j k(m > 0) j -k(m 0)
0 km

(38)

Itence, bacause i cannot be less than jk j , ( 31) becomes

i-^ kj 
Pik*nm 

P ik* (")	 (34)

where k* - (sign of m)- k	 Substituting this into (29) yields

	

W	 n	 n	 00

I	 g►1111 i nk Pik* iun 17 
ik*(50^)n=O m=-n k=in i=lkl	

(35)

Now it is easily recognized that, symbolically,
00	 C*	 n=0 m—n

I Im, ; therefore, by first transposing suir-mation signs,

we have

00	 n	 11	 00	 00

n=O m n k n 14k 	 11-0

00

k=-

1-0

n	 00	 00

k 
I 
-n i=' I in

j 11

00	 CO	 n

n=lkl i=jkj m=-11

i	 CO 	 n

	

k— i ij =^kj m=-n	 (36)

It can then be verified that

00	 1	 cc
u j) = I	 Xiknm Y Ai=O k— i n=lkl m=-n

where

- ("-11m 
f nk Ciknm	 m > 

0

Xiknm	
19nm f n ,-k ^iknm ► M < 0	 (38)



and

n
iknm	 jo  km

(39)(6) 13ij kl 
(cosh` ) sing d9`

Finally,
0	 i

i= Q k =- i

where
00	 n

hik =
n=^ k j m=-n

h ik IVik (UP T)
	

(4C)

X iknm

	 (41)

The set { hik} is the spectrum of the c,)nvolution (28).
The evaluation of hi k , given the speet ,,^a of F and G
involves an infinite summation, as well as the computation
of the integrals (39).

Clearly, from the above discussions, the powerful convolu-
tion theorem of Fourier analysis cannot be adapted blindly
to two-dimensional spherical functions. Although the spectrum
of the spherical convolution also involves the products of
the spectra of the functions being convolved, the relationships
are generally not as straight forward as in the Cartesian
case.

To conclude this section the Dirac delta function is
defined on the unit sphere. In the rectilinear case, this
function, denoted d(x) , is defined to be zero everywhere
on the real line except at a single point k such that for
a continuous function F(x)

00

j 6(x -R) F ( x) dx	 F(x)
	

(42)
_0

The spherical equivalent of d(x) is de f ined similarly,
but here we assume that it is also isotropic, i.e. indepen-
dent of the direction between the point of integration and
point where it is nonzero. Denoting it by D ( ^) , we have
(by definition)

ff D(^) F(e,a) do' = F(e,X)
	

(43)
Q

where * is the spherical distance between ( e,X) and (6,a)
(see (21)). The spectrum of v(^) is (see (1))

-12-



dnm 	1 f f D (V) V^,m (^ ,^ ) sinV d^ d^

0

	

m # 0	 (44)

f  D(^Pn 
u
(cos^ ) da	 , m 0

a

Hence, using (43),

do = 13no (cos0°)	 n+1	 (45)

The operation associated with the delta function is a con-
volution of the type (20). In the realm of functional analysis
in Hilbert space, D(^) is an example of a reproducing kernel
(see Krarup, 1969, p.43).

3. The Mean Gravity Anomaly

In this section some of the mathematical tools developed
above are implemented to study the smoothing of the gravity
field. The (point) gravity anomaly, with the standard spherical
approximation already applied, has the following series rep-
resentation (Heiskanen and Morit+, 1967, pp. 89, 108):

Ag(r,e,X) = Y I (n-1) ( r)n+2 I (enmeosma + SnmsinmX)Pnm(cose)
n=0	 m=0

(46)

where r is the distance from the canter of the earth;
Y= kM/R 2 is an average value of gravity; kM is the product
of the gravitational constant and the earth' s mass; R is the
radius of the sphere that approximates the earth I s surface;
and Cnm P Rnm are constant, dimensionless coefficients.
Equation (46) may be rewritten in the more compact form as

n R n+2
Ag(r,O,X) _

0 m=-n 
( r )	 Anm Ynm(8,a)

n= 

where the coefficients,

Y(n - 1) Cnm , m > 0

Anm	 Y (n -1) Snm , m< 0

(47)

(48)

-13



constitute the spectrum of the gravity anomaly on the sphere
of radius R . It is worth noting that the spectrum on a
sphere of radius r w R i >R is given by the set of coefficients
{ (R/Rl ) n+2 Anm } .

From the introductory remarks, the mean gravity anomaly
is derived from the point anomaly by subjecting the latter
to an averaging process. Mathematically, we formulate this
by applying an operator (only isotropic operators will be
considered), such as,

f f B(^)(-) da	 (49)
Tr 

Aa

to the gravity anomalies within the region Aa on the earth's
surface. Because the kernel of this operator, B(t) , is
supposed to depend only on ^ (i.e. the spherical distance
between the point of computation and the point of integration),
the region is necessarily a spherical cap centered at the
point of computation. By defining B(^) 0 outside the
cap we obtain the following more general formulation of the
weighted average:

A (8.a) =	 ff B(^) Ag(6,X) da
	

(50)
a

The operator thereby becomes a member of the class of oper-
ators (24), and the operation itself is a convolution of
the type (20). For convenience, we may write the kernel
as a normalized weighting function:

B Q))	 WW

f f w(y) da
a

(51)

where I w(^) ( 1 for 0 :- <_ rT	 Now let {bn} be its spec-

trum, i.e.

CO

BO _	 2n+ bn P n ( cosO	 (52)
n-0

where, according to (6) and (7),

2n+	 7r

bn	 2	 fo B(q)) Pn (cosh) sink, d^	 (53)

The convolution theorem, enunciated by equations (22) and
(23), then directly provides the spectrum of the mean anomaly

-14



Ag
bn

Anm	 n Anm

=RnAnm (54)

The constants an are the eigenvalues of the averaging oper-
ator; or in the jargon of spectral theory, the frequency
response of the filter. In view of (59), 1100 RnI is the
percentage of an ( n)th-degree harmonic coefficient that is
retained in the process of averaging.

Averaging gravity anomalies over a spherical cap is
not a typical operation in geodetic practice. Rather, mean
anomalies are viewed as averages over spherical blocks (trape-
zoids) delimited by convenient global or local curvilinear
coordinate lines. The average over such blocks is characterized
by operators that are nonisotropic ( see Pollack, 1973), and
the averaging process is then a convolution of the general.
type ( 28). The spectrum of such a mean is difficult to obtain
in terms of the point anomaly spectrum (see the previous
section). Gaposchkin ( 1980) derived and studied a series
expansion of the mean over a trapezoidal block (however,
it is not a spectral representation as defined by (5)). Pollack
(1973) compared. the On corresponding to isotropic operators
with the degre variances of the above mentioned nonisotropic
operators. Recalling ( 91), it appears uncertain whether
a study of these degree variances is indicative of how the
spectrum of the anomaly is transformed in the averaging process.
When computing mean anomalies from the point anomaly spectrum,
the average over a block is frequently approximated by an
average over a cap having the area of the block (Rapp, 1977).
This approximation degrades with the elongation of the block
(e.g. in the polar regions, where the meridional coordinate
lines converge). Some further study is indicated here, but
is beyond the scope of this paper.

3.1 The Pellinen Mean

The equally weighted average
over a spherical cap is defined as
over the cap divided by the cap's
average (see also Pellinen, 1966),
with (50) and (51),

of the gravity anomaly
the integral of the anomaly
area. For this simple
we have, in agreement

1
wP W

0

0 < *	 ^ 0

1° o < ^ <_ IT (55)
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^ d being the radius (generating angle) of the cap. Substi-
tuting the resulting kernel,

BPM =	
47T

21r f 0 sink #

into (53) yields

b = 
V_2 —n+ 1 

f 
^O P (cosh) sinV &

pn	 I- COO 0 0	 n

	

Pn- (COO	 i	 Pn+I ( COO 0

vnn+l (1 - cos^o)

(56)

(57)

for which Sj6berg (1979) has found the following recursion
formula:

	

bP	 2n-1	 n-2
nOP	 n	 cos 	

= OP	/ffn--+l	 n+	 Pn-1	 n+	 n-2 9 n> 2

	

BPO =	 Op,	 cos^o) (58)

Fig. 3 depicts wp as a function of V for q)o =0*.564 J
which corresponds to a cap whose area equals the area of
a l O xI O block at the equator. The coefficients Rp n are
shown in Fig. 4. Here (as in Fig. 5), for the sake of clarity,
the values of the smoothing factors $n (which are discon-
tinuous functions defined only for integer values of n
are traced by smooth curves.

The spectrum of the Pellinen mean has an infinity of
components, but the high-degree coefficients are clearly
diminished in magnitude and thus suppress the local structure
of the anomaly field. The first zero in the Fourier spectrum
of the analogous one-dimensional "rectangular" filter occurs
at n = iT/^o = 319 for ^o = 0 0.546 (Bath, 1974, p.218). This
formula is not applicable in the spherical case as OPn(^O
0?564) is first negative when n =389 . The major drawback
of this operator, viewed as a "low-pass" filter, is the presence
of the large positive and negative "side lobes" in its spectrum.
That is, the filter admits, or passes, a considerable part
of the upper end of the spectrum, even changing the sign
of some of the coefficients. This "reversal of polarity"
could transform minima of the point function into (false)
maxima of the mean function, and vice versa (Holloway, 1958);
see section 4.

-16-



The Gaussian bean

This and the following weighting function are adaptations
of filters commonly found in electrical engineering (Harris,
1978, gives a good summ-ry). The Gaussian mean takes its
name from the bell-shaped normal (Gaussian) probability density
function that its weighting function resembles for small ^

wG (	 a-a(1 - cos*) ^ a > p	 p	 Tr

a z

	

a e- T	 small

The dimensionless parameters "a" (identifiable with the inverse
of the second moment a2 of the Gaussian distribution) charac-
terizes the smoothing process. Since

TW f f W (^) do _ ^ (l - e-2a)
a

the kernel becomes

2ae-a(1- cosh)
BG (^')	 - a1- e

and the eigenvalues of the corresponding operator are

bG.,	 i	 ae-a(1- Y)
Q	 _ f 1	 - a Pn ( y ) dy r Y- cos
G„	 n+	 (1 - e	 )

for which the following recursion formula holds:

2n+1
^Gn+l	 a

1 + e-2a
—2a

(63) is readily verified by applying the relationship Pn +1(y)
(2n+1) Pn(y)- P' 1 (y) in (62) and integrating by parts.
The function (58) is a global weighting function to be convolved
with gravity anomalies over the entire sphere. On the other
hand, restricting the averaging process to a cap,
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IV	 WO)
wG w

0
0 < ^ SVo

^ o < ^Sif (64)

leads to eigenvaluez satisfying the following recursion formu-
la (sae Appendix A):

2n+I -	 -	 e-a(l-yu )
On ,.,. l 	 a,	 sGn + OGn-1 +	 - l--- (Pn_1( yo) •- Pn+I ( Ya )1

n > 0
M 1--e-a_(1-yo)	 1

00 0
	 ' OG	 1--e

__ a(I-Yom tt ; YO M 0000	 (65)

mbe eigenvalues $Gn (equation ( 62)) are all positive.
To pruve this it is enough to show that

in - L1 e4Y Pn (y) dy > 0 ; n ? 0 , a > 0
	

(66)

Substituting the uniformly convergent sr°^ries expansion of
'the exponential function,	 p° 1	 k

above yields	 k 0 
Ts I (ay) , into the integral

00

in	 1ak [(-1) k+n + 11 f I yk pn( y ) dy ► 	 (67)
k=n

where we note that by orthogonality

j l y  p'n( y ) dy = 0 , k = 0,..., n-1 (68)

and that ykpn(Y) is an odd or even function according as
k+ n is odd or even. Now, Hobson ( 1965, p.40) derived

f yk P ( y) dy = k ( k-1)(k-2)... (k-n+2)	 (69)o	 n	 +n+1	 +n-1) ... (k-n+

This is always positive for k 'n ; hence all terms of the
sum (67) are nonnegataive, thus establishing the inequality
(66). The signs of the harmonic coefficients are consequently
preserved in the process of smoothing.

The same is not true for the weighting function (64)
as demonstrated in Fig. 5. The four cases shown here represent
several possibilities to choose the parameter "a". With

►

-20-



o 0°564 , each of the conditions W(Mo ) ** 0.5 , ; ►G00 )
0.1 , and 3a w *0 (where a . 1/c 2 ) produces different fre-
quency responses (cases II, III, IV). Also shown (case I)
for comparison are theOGn corresponding to the global
weighting function with the condition wG(00-564) ,# 0.8 . The
weighting functions associated with these smoothing factors
are shown in Fig. 6.

Figures 5 and 6 suggest that as the cap-edge value of
the weighting function w 0 ) approaches zero (it can never
equal zero), the oscillations of the correspondinf frequency
response decrease in magnitude. Furthermore, the smaller
"a" is, the more the higher-degree harmonics are filtered
from the anomaly. Designing the Gaussian f ilt'.r so as to
have :.3rtain smoothing properties is therefore accomplished
by properly choosing values of "a" and ^o . The selection
of "a" controls the essential bandwidth of the filter, i.e.
what frequencies should be passed; while the subsequent
choice of ^o controls the magnitude of the oscillations
of the frequency response function. The frequency response
of the Gaussian filter defined for data on the real line
is given by Holloway (1958, p.359) as

nx
gn = e a	 (70)

(where, if f denotes frequency, the relationship 2 ,ff f n
was used). The similarity ►:►etween 3Gn (global filter)
and gn is shown in Table 1 and can be invoked to provide
an approximate value of "a"' given a desired value of On
for some n . For example, if the harmonic at degree 5
is to be suppressed to 100fo% of its original value (less
than 100fo% of each subsequent harmonic will be passed),
then

a 2 2kni13.'"o	
C?1)

'fable 1:	 Legendre vs. Fourier Gaussian Frequency Responses

a = 1?8235
^ G n	 8n
(e u•(63))	 (egu (70

^.^
a = 13131

4
n

( gju_-. .63 nne u. 70 j
10 .9958 .996210	 .9996	 .9996

50 .9901 .9903 50 .9075 .9092
200 .8549 .8556 75 :8049 .8072
400
600
700
800

.5350

.2451

.1476

.08220

.5359

.2457

.1480

.08246

100
125
150
200

.6807

.5490

.4221

.2164

.6833

.5516

.4245

.2180
900

1000
.04235
.02018

.04250

.02026
250
350

.09168

.009300
.09256
.009424

.._
-21-
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3, 3 The 14tnning Morro

The weighting AniCtion
lrq)

w 01	
+ eoswo )	 0	 IS q) 0

0	 q► 	 7,2,

resembles the flanning filter whose desirable filtering charae-
toristies (Holloway, 1958; Bath, 1974 0 p.158) mako it popular
in the disciplines whore it is applicable. (Set) also W11ZO1
and Arabolos (1,981) where the Hanning "window function" (72)
is used to reduco the integration ("truncation") error inourre'd
when performing an integration of f covariance function over
loss 

than 
the required interval, 0 ^ q) j it . The spoe'trum

of w 11 definod by them differs essentially from the definition
adopted here, but *the spectral properties are similar.)

The eigenvLIlues of tho corresponding Hanning smoothing
operator ttre given by

whoro

it
it z(I cos4lo)-2q,02 	 2n+T

111110 ^ I

011-1(cosqjo) - Pn+1(cosqjO))+a III P

as --, 1

(73)

(%n - f	 4i Pn
	 WO

410 cosb	 (cosqi) sing) dqj I b * it
	

(74)
0 

A recursion formum for an (b Ointeger) is derived in Appendix
B	

it 
is

(n+1) 2 -b 2 ]Ct 11- [ (1-2)"- -b-' lot n-2 ' (n+1)'D 1I - (n-2) 1 1) 11-2 
+

	

-b(B 11 -L. 
n- 2)	

(75)

where

cosh 4
D n
	 2n+ I (P 11-1 (cosq) 0	 11+1(cosq)0 1

E tx
	 sinb4jo sixi^o P 11 (CO41 0 )	 n	 i	 (76)

and

ft 	 =2 C l- cost 0 cosbq)	 bsinq) o sinb o

	

2- 2COS24i o CoSb4) o - bsin2qj o sinb$ o	 (77)
2(4-bl

3
(9	 [3 - Uos3q,l o cosb4l o - bsin34jo siftb qjo	 CX0
8-bVl
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s ' (1-S 
2)

- 2SCOS^+S 2 2 If
(79)

The first zero of the Fourier spectrum of the Nanning
filter occurs at n - 2 ir/^ o - 638 , for 4) o - 0? 564 . For the
spherical adaptation, R11n(q)o w,0 0.564, first changes sign
at n- 695 . Thereafter, the side lobes are comparatively
small. Figures 4 and 3 show respectively the frequency responso
OHn and the corresponding weighting function 

w1i -

3.4 The Upward Continuation (Poisson) Operator

Functions harmonic in the space external to a sphere
centered at the coordinate origin attenuate radially according
to r-(n+l) rAg is such an harmonic function (see equation
(46)), and the gravity anomaly field at satellite altitudes,
for example, is much smoother than at the earth's surface.
Therefore, for a fixed radius, r= R, p the upward continuation
operator acts like a smoothing operator with eigenvalues
(recall the comment after (48))

un
= ( 

R ) n+2 
If	 n 2: 0

N-1

(78)

For the disturbing potential the exponent is n+ I p and for
the geoid undulation it is n - I ; in all cases 5uo 0 1 p
so that, unlike the previous filters, this smoothing process
does not leave the global average unaltered (unless A o o =0)

The corresponding smoothing kernel is
00

B (^) = I (2n+1) ( R ) n+2 p (cosh)	 0	 ,r
U n ==0  	

R1	 n

where s = R/R j and the familiar generating function for
Legendre polynomials was applied. (79) is nothing but s
times the kernel of Poisson's integral (Heiskanen and Moritz,
1967, p.35). Because the smoothing is biased (the integral
of 4Tr Bu(^) over the unit sphere is not unity), a weighting
function satisfying equation (51) cannot be defined. However,
for purposes of comparison, let

13	
(1 - S)3

W 
U
M =	 [I-- 2s cos T-5-2T 3 

12.

Solvin,g for s If we have

(80)

-	 - 2	 - IUf/

s = [w
u 

2/3 (V) COSI) - I + (2W
u

/ 
MI	 (:L - COO	 w) -	 8 (4)) sin 2

• 
'/3 w
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Although the entire gravity anomaly field must, in thooryj
be convolved with the kernel (79) to yield the smoothed fiold,
as specif ication such as wu (4 1 o	 01 renders the oportit J on
prftcticftlly a local one. With	 - q)o - 0?564 , equfttloa (81)
gives s - 0. 9978$0613 (or if R 6371000 m , ther R e- 6384851 in .

ZVU and GI un with this value of s are shown In Figures 3

and 4.

The upward continuation
a more substftntial ftttenuati
but with a fairly weak taper
Therefore, it is essentially
for smoothing than, the more
averages.

produces a smoothed field with
Dn of the low-degree harmoniest
in the high end of the spectrum.
different from, and lo8a useful
conventional (weighted) areal

3,5 The Ideal Filter

Ideally, the smoothing process should suppress the highor-
degree harmonies completely with perfect retention 

of 
the

lower-degree harmonics. This type of smoothing 1.9 automatically
implemented whenever a determination of the gravity field
consists of finding, through satellite techniques, the coef-
ficients of its series representation. Obviously, only as
finite number of coefficients can be found and the corresponding
truncated series represents ft perfectly filtered field (nee-
lecting aliasirig and measurement errors). The oigonvftluos
of the operator that produces such ideal smoothing are

:1	 ,	 n-O,,, , ,, R

III = f 0 , n > E
	

(82)

where R is the desired degree of truncation--the larger
Z is, the less smooth is the filtered field. If the operator
is global, the kernel is given by (see (52) and (54))

5

B	 (2n+1) P n (Cosq))	 (83)
n=O

(If	 BI becomes the spherical equivalent of the
Dirac delta function; see (45).)

It is not possible to define a kernel whose convolution
with gravity anomalies in 4 Cap with radius 0 < ^o < w yiolds
as perfectly filtered field. 	 That is, a kernel with a finite
spectrum isanalytic on 'the sphere and cannot be zero over
any part of the sphere unless it is zero everywhere.
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3.6 Discrete Operators

The averaging process in actual practice deals with
discrete values of the gravity field---integrations such as
(50) are performed numerically often using simple midpoint
formulas:

M
Ago,a) - ^ 1 y a(V j ) Ag(6 j ,a j ) Ac j

4^=l
(84)

where is the

Aa - ,'^) and(6MINis
ca cc has been
rewritten as an i
D( ,U)	 (see (43))

geocentric angle between points (U,K) and
is the center point of the area element
the total number of Aci into which the
partitioned. The above formula can be
ategral by utilizing the Dirac delta function

M
Ag(a,X) t ^z I a(V)^> f f D6"	 Ag(o X ) da Aar

J=1	 a

M
( r }!	 1l B(^	 D(^ ) Aar / Qg{6,?^) do

( 	 B(v^, > Ag(O,a) da
	

(85)
c

where cosq)j cosh cosh • + sin6 sin6j cos(a - A j ) and V)
are the coordinates of he point (6,a) in the spherical coor-
dinate system whose pole is the point (UT) (see Fig. 7).

In Fig. 7, (6 j X j ) , j = , ... , M are fixed points and
as the variable point (6,X) moves over thesphere, its position
with respect to the point of computation (U j) may be described
by the coordinates V) ,	 , whence the arguments for the
kernel B	 Note that B is zero unless (6,X) coincides
with one of the points (^j,a . ). Thus the operator is noniso-
tropic and the convolution i^ of the type (28). This implies
that the frequency response of any of the filters discussed
in the previous sections, in practice, is not given by the
corresponding Rn . However, if the numerical integration
is suYficiently accurate, the general characteristics of
the response are retained, as seen in the next section.
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pole of
(O,a) system

(a1,Xi)

^J
^^"-^ 3

(a,r) Vg

Figure 7: The relationship of (O,X) to (Op y
and ($J), equation (85).

4. Smoothing a Simulated Gravity Field

In this section the formulas for the various averaging
processes are put into practice, illustrating, by an example,
the differences between the Pellinen, Gaussian, and Hanning
averages in the space domain. For this purpose, a gravity
anomaly field was generated as a series of spherical harmonic
functions with coefficients:

1	
100...

R	
[(180,180) solution of Rapp (1978)], n=2 ,	 ,

Anm	
aGn	

P

 unm	 n=101,..., 360	 (86)
n

where the unm are random numbers uniformly distributed on
the interval [-0.5, 0.5] and d	 is their degree variance.
C 	 the degree variance of tfie gravity anomaly and is
modeled (Rapp, 1979) by

-28-



n-1	 n+2	 n-1	 n+2
en 3.405 

n+ 
(.998006)	 +140.03 n+ (-nom (.914232)

( mgal ] 2 , n ? 3	 (87)

C	 The ( 180,180) solution was dorived from I O x 1 0 mean gravity
anomalies, and the division by 4

n

 , being the frequency
response of the Pellinen averaging operator with VO 0°564,
effects a relatively smooth transition iron the actual (orig-
inally mean)spectrum to the modeled (point) spectrum. The
smoothing of the coefficients by a Gaussian filter (a-14000,
4jo = u) attenuates the upper spectrum to virtually zero at
n= 360 ( O G36 a = 0.01), resulting in a less irregular field
for which the differences in the filters are better illustrated.

The gravity anomaly function defined by (86) was evaluated
on two profiles near the equator*; ^ = + 1 0

5 , 0°5 <- a <- 42;5
(see Figures 10 and 11). This function was convolved with
the Pellinen smoothing kernel. (^o = 1°692, corresponding to
a cap having the area of a 3 0 x 3 ° block at the equator), the
Gaussian kernel (^o =2 0.459p a = 4887.27), and the Hanning
kernel. 4o = 2°459). These latter choices for the cap radius
and the parameter " a" yield frequency responses that pass
generally the same band of frequencies as the Pellinen average;
see Figure 8. The precise vtJue of the cap radius was estab-
lished by requiring the cap to have the area of a finite
number of 0 0.5 x 0 ° 5 blocks arranged roughly in the shape
of a disk, as in Figure 9. The parameter " a" then follows
from the stipulated relationship 3a q)0 ( a2 = 1 /a).

The mean gravity anomaly function, computed, using the
smoothed coefficients $nAnm v are plotted in Figures 10
and 11 ( Pellinen vs. Gaussian averages) and Figures 12 and
13 (Pellinen vs. Hanning averages). The essential feature
of these comparison is the 180 0 phase shaft of the Pellinen
average with respect to the point function at a wavelength
of about 2 0 ,as predicted by the frequency response Rp
(in Figure 8, 4n has a maximum negative value at n = ^72,
corresponding to a wavelength of about 360/n= 2°1). The
Gaussian and Hanning mean functions, on the other hand, repro-
duce more faithfully the peaks and valleys of the point function,
as the corresponding frequency responses have either small
or insignificant negative values.

The averaging process, in the practical situation, is
performed on discrete values of the point function. Consider
the following discrete smoothing kernels

Bk (Vj )	 wk
(k ' 3 )

k

*(where ^ = 90 ° - A )

k = P, G, H	 (88)
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Figure 9: Spherical caps of radii V0 =1°692 and ^0=2?459
defined as having the area of 36 and 76 0 0.5x 065
0*.5x 0 . 5 blocks, respectively. For the
simulation, the continuous function is averaged
over the caps, and the discrete function is
averaged over the block values.

cosq)j = sing sine + cosh cos t   cos(a - a  )

^J +i	Ij+1 - x j	 065
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where

Slk(^O ) " T I wkOP ) AOJ
jM1

(88)

and Ac is the area of the block containing a known value
of the ^oint function. nk(W is the disaretized integral
of the weighting function over the cap (see (51)); and although,
for the WOO considered here, these integrals are evaluable
analytically, their discxetization guarantees the unbiasedness
of the averaging process

M
(i.e.	

1r	 Bk(Ij 	 1) •
^=1

Yn order to simulate the process of averaging, the coeff-
ficients (86) were synthesized on a 0 ° 5 x 0:5 grid in the
equatorial region defined by -3°75 : ^ <_ 3°.75 , and
0°25 <- a S 42°75. The Pellinen, Gaussian, and Hanning smoothing
kernels were evaluated at ^j , 3 - 1,..., Mk , where Mk
is the number of 0!5x 0°5 blocks in each of the caps (see
rigure 9, Mp = 36, MG - MH = 76). Subsequently, the average
gravity anomaly for each of the weighting functions (P,G,H)
was computed on the profiles ^ - ±1°B, at 0°5 intervals,
using equation ( 84). These "moving averages" are plotted
against the original point function in Figures 14 and 15
(Pellinen vs. Gaussian averages) and Figures 16 and 17 (Pellinen
vs. Nanning averages). We note that, although the frequency
responses of the ( discrete) operators are not precisely those
of Figure 8, the averaging characteristics illustrated in
these figures are essentially identical to those described
for the continuous (isotropic) operators.

Normally, the equally wP.ghted (Pellinen) average, in
the example above, would he computed on a 3 0x 3 0 grid. The
"polarity reversals" would then not be directly apparent.
Also, if the errors of the original point data were statis-
tically uncorrelated, so would be the errors in the 3° Pellinen
means. The propaged errors in the Gaussian and Hanning averages,
however, will be correlated if the caps are not disjoint.
Figure 18 shows the passible configurations for the above
example if the averages are computed on a 3 0x 3° grid. Each
shaded region represents the overlap between two "caps" which
is responsible for the correlation. Assuming that all point
data have the same standard error v with zero correlation,
the correlation in the means is given by

Pk(A,B)

L
c 2 =

i=1 
qk(A, 3i) qk (B ► 3i)

ak (A) ak(B)
(90)
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whore LAB is the number of points ji common to the two
"caps", A and B (in Figure 18, LAB -4 , LAC- 20); and

Ak ( A ,J) = Î 'BkCtV ) Au j	
%.(V Aj)Ac^	 (9x)

QiTo (Y o

4)A	 being the central, angle between the center of the "cap"
A 9nd the point j ; and where

M
ok(A) = a2	 gk(A,j)	 (92)

j1

If Ate j and Slk are constant, then

LAB

i WO)Aji) tyk(4)Bji)

j 1 Wk 
(V)A j )

1 4

With respect to Figure 18 and the above expample

P G (A,B) = 3.0 x 10` "	 , PH(A,B) = 2.3 x 10_u

P G(A,C) = 3.2 x 10-2	 , PH(A,C) = 4.6 x 10-'

(94)

These are generally not considered significant correlations.

5. Conclusion

From its birthplace in electrical engineering, the appli-
cation of the spectral theory has spread to many unrelated
disciplines, becoming indispensable in the methodical analysis
of large amounts of data. In geodesy, while there is the
complication of having to work on the sphere, many of the
basic concepts of spectral theory are directly applicable,
as in the study of smoothing operators. The effects of the
different methods to smooth the gravity anomaly field can
be properly assessed only by inspecting the spectrum of the
corresponding weighting function. It is shown that the mean

-41
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gravity anomaly acquires new and different connotations when
various weighting schemes aro introduced. By an example,
we saw that the excursions of the Pellinen frequency responso
into the negative can cause 180° phase shifts in the smoothed
function (see Figures 10-17). Furthermore, from Figures 4o 5
and 8 it is readily evident that both the Hanning and Gaussian
smoothing operators (with a suitable choice of the parameter
"a tt ) do a better job of filtering the high- degree components
from the total field than the Pellinen operator. Finally,
it is noted that a truncated spherical harmonic series (e.g.
nmax - 180) cannot justifiably be characterized as a Pellinen,
or other, mean function, unless the coefficients of the series
are multiplied by the corresponding frequency response which,
in addition, must have no significant components beyond degree
nmax
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Appendix A

Let

Y n ' f	 eay Pn(Y) dY	 (A.1)
yo

Substituting the relationship

(2n+1) Pn (Y) = Pn+1 (y)- nn -1 ( y )	 (A.2)

where the primes denote differentiation with respect to y
into (A.1) and integrating by parts results in

I

Yn = '' ,+3 le 	 t'n-1.<Yo) - pn+l (Yo)) - a(Yn+l - Yn-I ]

Hquatiot,^ (65) follows upon rea l izing that, with y = co"
Y e = cosh► o ,

= 6-GU n =	 1	 _	 e-aC1-y) P
6n	 n+	 fl a

-a. 1-y dy yo	 n (Y)dY

Yo

Y
n	(A.4)- e--Yo 1 
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Appendix B

Let

an 	 fo
1

cosO Pn ( cosO siO 0	 (B.1)

't

	

5	 Substituting (A.2) into (B.1) and integrating by parts yields

	

I "	 an = Dn + n (6n-1 n+1)
	(B.2)

where

cosb ' I) 0
n	 n+	 CPn-i (cos V0) - Pn+l (cos^o)]	 (B.3)

and

an = f^ O sin4 Pn (cos^) sink dV
	

(B.4)

Now from (Hobson, 1965, pp. 32-33),

T (l - yz) Pn (Y) " ^n (Pn-1 (Y) - P n+1 (Y))	 (Ti. 5)

Hence

`'^ +3 (fi n-1 - S n+l ) -n fI' s nb^, s'" ^ Pn,(cos*)d^, (8.6)
n	 o

Again, integrating by parts, we obtain

n+1
n+ (fi n-1	 6n+l)

1 En + n fo u s inb^ cosh P n ( cosh) sink, d^ + n an , (B . 7 )

which, upon substituting (n+1) Pn+1 (y) + nP n ^ I (y) = (2n+1)yPn(y),
as well as (B.2), gives after several manipulations

(n+1) *- bz d o+t -
 n 2_

 n+^ d o-1 - En bD n 	(B.8)

where

En	 sinb^)o sin^o Pn (cos^ o)	 (B.9)
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Equation (B.8) can be reformulated as

2n+1 (^	 - E + bD )	 (13.10)n-1 n+ ^ n+1 n	 n

Combining this with (B.2), we have

(n 2 -b 2 )an = n 2Dn + b6n+1 - bEn 	 (B111)

and
	 n

[(n-2)z -b'Jan-2 . (n-»2)2 Dn-2 + 1)6 n _1 - bE n _ 2 	(13.12)

The d 's are eliminated by subtracting (B.12) from (B.11)
and substituting (8.10),. This results in

(n+1)z - b z ) an 1= [( n-2) 2 -- b2]an -2 + (n+l) Dn _ 
(n" 2)2 Dn-2 +

-b(En - En-2)	 (B.12)

thus proving equation (75).
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